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Definitions
Accelerations-Sensitive Nonstructural Component: A nonstructural component that is
sensitive to, and subject to, damage from inertial loading.
Beam: A structural member whose primary function is to carry loads transverse to its
longitudinal axis.
Braced Frame: A vertical lateral-force-resisting element consisting of vertical, horizontal,
and diagonal components joined by concentric or eccentric connections.
Building Occupancy: The purpose for which a building, or part thereof, is used or
intended to be used, designated in accordance with the applicable building code.
Chord: See Diaphragm Chord.
Cross Tie: A component that spans the width of the diaphragm and delivers out-of plane
wall forces over the full depth of the diaphragm.
Diaphragm: A horizontal (or nearly horizontal) structural element used to transfer inertial
lateral forces to vertical elements of the lateral-force-resisting system.
Diaphragm Chord: A boundary component perpendicular to the applied load that is
provided to resist tension or compression due to the diaphragm moment.
Diaphragm Collector: A component parallel to the applied load that is provided to
transfer lateral forces in the diaphragm to vertical elements of the lateral-force-resisting
system.
Diaphragm Tie: A component parallel to the applied load that is provided to transfer wall
anchorage or diaphragm inertial forces within or across the diaphragm. Also called
diaphragm strut.
Element: An assembly of structural components that act together in resisting forces,
including gravity frames, moment-resisting frames, braced frames, shear walls, and
diaphragms.
In-Plane Wall: See Shear Wall.
Landslide: A down-slope mass movement of earth resulting from any cause.
Lateral-Force-Resisting System: Those elements of structure that provide its basic
lateral strength and stiffness.
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Liquefaction: An earthquake-induced process in which saturated, loose, granular soils
lose shear strength and liquefy as a result of increase in porewater pressure during
earthquake shaking.
Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE): An extreme earthquake hazard level defined
by MCE maps which are based on combination of mean 2%/50-year probabilistic
spectra and 150% of median deterministic spectra at a given site.
Out-of-Plane Wall: A wall that resists lateral forces applied normal to its plane.
Pilaster: A rectangular column with a capital and base projecting only slightly from the
wall as an ornamental motif.
Seismic Evaluation: An approved process or methodology of evaluating deficiencies in a
building which prevent the building from achieving a selected Rehabilitation Objective.
Shear Wall: A wall that resists lateral forces applied parallel with its plane. Also known
as an in-plane wall.
Sheathing: Lumber or panel products that are attached to parallel framing members,
typically forming wall, floor, ceiling, or roof surfaces.
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Executive Summary
This report focuses on a seismic and structural review of the Grants Pass Water
Treatment Plant (WTP). A review of geotechnical studies conducted at the plant site
show that ground-shaking and slope stability along the Rogue River bluff are the two
most-significant seismic geotechnical risks. A review of the construction documents of
the plant shows that, overall, the structures appear to have been designed and detailed
prior to consideration of seismic loads. Due to the lack of seismic design or inadequate
design for seismic loads to prevent significant damage or potential collapse in the event
of strong ground motion earthquakes, the facility is judged to have a high seismic risk
with portions susceptible to collapse in a code-level seismic event or strong earthquake.
In general, major structural elements and connections of the lateral-load carrying
systems were not designed to be reasonable in terms of current code requirements.
They were also not designed for expected wind load performance for this type of
structure.
MWH has prepared a list of the potential retrofits for deficiencies identified during this
review. This list is presented in Section 4. In addition to compiling this list, MWH has
estimated a total project “rough order of magnitude” cost for these improvements. The
project costs are itemized in Section 4 and total approximately $8,500,000.
In addition to estimating project costs for improvements, MWH developed a high- level
estimate for the construction of a new treatment facility for the City. These project costs
are also itemized in Section 4 and totals $49,000,000. While this number is significantly
higher than the cost of improvements for the seismic deficiencies, additional benefits
would be gained by the City such as more-advanced treatment processes than are
currently being used today, increased energy efficiency, and room for expansion.
In MWH’s opinion, the valuable water treatment plant operations associated with this
facility are practical provided a major earthquake, with strong ground motion, is not
experienced. In the event that a major earthquake with strong ground motion did occur,
loss of facilities would likely be incurred. The seismic retrofit of the facility will enhance
seismic performance of the structure substantially, and is recommended if this plant will
continue to be used into the future.
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Chapter 1
General
1.1 Introduction
This report presents a structural and seismic engineering review of the Grants Pass
Water Treatment Plant (WTP) in Grants Pass, Oregon and “rough order of magnitude”
estimated costs for recommended improvements and for construction of a new plant. A
visual inspection of the WTP was conducted on August 18, 2011. The WTP is a unique
reinforced concrete structure with some wood-framed roofs, steel-framed roofs, concrete
block buildings, and multiple structural elements and systems. The existing 2-story tall,
slender, reinforced concrete and block shear wall buildings were constructed in multiple
phases over many years. The original headhouse, filters, flocculation and sedimentation
basins were constructed in 1931. Additional filters, flocculation and sedimentation
basins and a chemical feed area were constructed in 1950. A chemical feed area for the
original filters and chlorine storage building were added in 1961. In 1980, a new
reinforced concrete raw water intake adjacent to the Rogue River was added along with
a third sedimentation basin, clearwell and three filters. A new finished water pump room
and wastewater solids basin were also added. These additions are presented graphically
in Figure 1.
1.2 Purpose
The primary purpose of this project was to examine the ability of the WTP to resist
seismic earthquake loads. The project is also intended to be informative in preparation
of a long-term Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) in conjunction with the ongoing facility
plans. The seismic forces considered for the site are governed by the International
Building Code (IBC) 2009 edition which defines ground accelerations of 75 percent (%)
of gravity for short period structures, and 38% of gravity for long period structures which
equates to a 2,475 year return period earthquake per the current Oregon Structural
Specialty Code (OSSC) 2007 edition. The OSSC is based upon the 2006 IBC.
Additionally, the intent of this report is to assess the WTP’s current structural condition,
to identify observable deficiencies, and to discuss potential benefits as well as concerns
produced by retrofitting recognized deficiencies. Also, we began the process of
recording the state of each structure to address areas of concern and identify locations
of potential future relevance. Thus, this report focuses on issues of seismic resistance
and discusses material degradation likely to impact this WTP in the future.
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1.2.1 Scope of Work
MWH was authorized on July 13, 2011 to perform this structural and seismic engineering
review. The scope of work for this project included:.
Task 1 – Assemble Project Information


Provide the City of Grants Pass (City) with a written list of all data required to
perform the engineering review including all available structural drawings and
reports.



Interface with appropriate personnel during the project to address the needs of
City personnel.

Task 2 – Structural and Seismic Evaluation


Utilizing primarily experience and judgment, evaluate the as-designed structures
for IBC 2009 and American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) 7-05 seismic
forces per the IBC and OSSC criteria for a 2,475 year return period earthquake
of 75% of gravity lateral loading for these short period structures.

Task 3 – Visual Observations


Visually inspect the structures in their current state. The visual inspection is to
establish the condition of the structural elements, recognize any obvious
deficiencies, and confirm the structures’ conformance with the as-built drawings.

Task 4 – Document Analysis and Observations in this Report


Create a draft report of the seismic evaluation and observations for City review.



Upon receipt of City comments on the reviewed draft report, incorporate the
comments and issue a Final Report.



The report will also include recommendations for the following:


Any immediate structural life-safety issues recognized.



Retrofit or replacement measures needed for the facility to achieve an
acceptable level of wind and seismic force resistance.

1.3 Documents Reviewed and Basis of Information
A review of existing documents related to the WTP was conducted. These documents
consisted of geotechnical reports and original structural drawings and are listed below.
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Geotechnical reports
o

Geotechnical Engineering Consultation, West Yost & Associates, 2005

o

Site Visit Report, Geotechnical & Environmental Associates, 2006

o

Geotechnical Investigation Report The Galli Group, 2009

The original structural drawings and reports by
o

Water Filtration Plant, Baar Cunningham, 1931

o

Addition to Filter Plant, John Cunningham, 1950

o

Water Treatment Plant 1961 Expansion, Cornell, Howland, Hayes and
Merryfield, 1961

o

Water System Improvements, CH2MHill, 1980

o

Water Treatment Intake Improvements, West Yost & Associates, 2007

o

Structural and Seismic Upgrades for the Proposed Basin Improvements,
MWH, 2009

1.4 Limitations
Our professional services have been performed using that degree of care and skill
ordinarily exercised, under similar circumstances, by reputable engineers practicing in
the structural field in this or similar localities at this time. No other warranty, express or
implied, is made as to the professional advice included in this report. Although The City
of Grants Pass may share this report with other parties, this report was prepared for the
City to be used solely for its evaluation of the subject buildings. The report was not
prepared for use by other parties and may not contain sufficient information for the
purposes of other parties or other uses. The original design engineers remain the
engineer of record for their project work and nothing in the report shall be construed as
limiting this status. Our statements of opinion are as follows in the body of this report
and as stated above in the Executive Summary.
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Chapter 2
Structural/Seismic Evaluation
2.1 Existing Drawing Review
The documents reviewed for this evaluation included copies of the original structural
drawings of the existing Grants Pass WTP and reports as listed in Chapter 1. The WTP
seismic and structural evaluation was completed by MWH and is discussed herein.
Multiple connected structures on the site are commonly referred to as the City of Grants
Pass Water Treatment Plant.
The main structure is an assembly of multiple
interconnected structures constructed over many years. The original reinforced concrete
sedimentation basins, filters, and clearwell building (with headhouse and tower) were
constructed in 1931. These were followed with added filters and sedimentation basins in
1950. The plant was expanded again in 1961 with a chemical feed area, motor control,
chlorine storage, new southeast basin, and piping improvements. In 1980, a new
reinforced concrete raw water intake from the Rogue River was added along with the 80foot square sedimentation basin, new filters and northwest clearwell as well as other
improvements. Many common walls interconnect adjacent elements of this facility and
contribute to lateral stability of the structures. The availability of the existing drawings
allows for significant understanding of many of the lateral load resisting elements.
The Grants Pass WTP Technical Memorandum titled “Structural and Seismic Upgrades
for the Proposed Basin Improvements” (MWH - May 29, 2009) was also reviewed. This
memorandum described existing plant conditions at the older sedimentation basins and
baffle walls along with proposed seismic/structural improvements to these areas.

2.2 Seismic Geotechnical Evaluation Results

Geotechnical reports listed in Chapter 1 were reviewed. Significant findings from the
geotechnical data review are:
1. Ground shaking is the primary hazard to the facility. The maximum considered
earthquake for the site (which is the IBC code level design event) has an
acceleration Ss=0.754g which is substantial for the short period acceleration that
will affect all of the site structures. The S1 acceleration of 0.379g, which is the
longer period seismic wave, will have an additional impact on the structures by
resonating with the contained water in the basins.
2. Landslide and slope stability are recognized as significant risks along the Rogue
River bluff. The bluff under the adjacent bridge and along the area where the
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treatment plant exists has been somewhat stabilized in the past 10 to 12 years
by various means. Significant erosion and/or sloughing of the bank occurred in
1995 and during the flood of January 1, 1997. In 2006, a portion of the bank
failed and a head scarp was documented. In 2001, another area of the slope
failed during installation of soil nails. This bank is inherently unstable. During a
significant seismic event, a slope failure presents a high vulnerability that could
significantly damage and/or collapse portions of the facility adjacent to the slope
depending on the depth of the failure plane.
3. Liquefaction is not a significant concern as the site is underlain by sandy gravel
and cobbles to a depth of 89 feet where bedrock exists, and no groundwater is
present in the soils. Much of the sandy gravel and cobbles are described as
cemented.
4. Ground surface fault rupture is not a concern as no mapped faults run through
the site.

2.3 Potential for Damage Due to a Seismic Event
In the event of a major earthquake, the current structural risk to the City of Grants Pass
WTP is assessed to be high. Overall, the structures are assessed to be designed and
detailed prior to consideration of seismic loads, per review of the design and
construction documents. Due to the lack of seismic design or inadequate design for
seismic loads to prevent significant damage or potential collapse in the event of strong
ground motion earthquakes, the facility is judged to have a high seismic risk with
portions susceptible to collapse in a strong earthquake. In general, major structural
elements and connections of the lateral-load carrying system were not designed to be
reasonable in terms of current code requirements. While they met codes that were in
effect at the time of construction these codes where not very restrictive and not much
was known then about seismic resistance, design and construction (and expected wind
load performance for this type of structure).
The following areas of concern have been identified at the strong ground motion
earthquake level. These deficiencies may lead to major structural damage and partial
collapse of the structure: The seismic evaluation of the original drawings was able to
determine multiple areas of seismic vulnerability. Beginning with the 1931 drawings, the
following vulnerabilities are recognized:
1. The original round reinforced concrete mixing tank has a 12-inch thick wall and
only a single curtain of reinforcing steel with 8 and 4 inches of concrete cover
inside and outside, respectively.
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2. The many reinforced concrete columns supporting the upper levels of the facility
have tie spacing at up to two feet on-center and do not have cross ties.
Columns such as these have limited confinement of their concrete cores due to
the minimal #4 tie bar spacing that does not meet modern building codes. This
lack of confinement can lead to spalling of the columns, loss of concrete
coverage, and diminished column capacity with the lack of cross ties necessary
to confine the concrete. The concrete within the ties can crack, spall, and burst
as well, losing capacity during a strong ground motion earthquake. Loss of
vertical capacity of the columns can cause redistribution of loading and potential
partial collapse in the most vulnerable areas.
3. The sedimentation basin walls are thin and lightly reinforced and susceptible to
significant hydrodynamic forces during a strong earthquake. Depending upon
the acceleration of a strong ground motion earthquake, the results can likely be
wall failure in bending. The acceleration of the earthquake can fail the walls in
bending from the dynamic force of the water. The bending cracks, yielding of
reinforcing and crushing of concrete at the base of the walls will result in
permanent deformations of the walls and cause leaks through the cracks.
Retrofitting the basin walls is possible and was outlined in the Grants Pass WTP
Technical Memorandum titled “Structural and Seismic Upgrades for the
Proposed Basin Improvements” (MWH - May 29, 2009). The retrofit described in
the TM entailed the addition of 6-inch interior-face reinforced concrete walls to
the existing walls.
4. The straight wood sheathed roof diaphragms have a very limited diaphragm
shear capacity of only 100 pounds per lineal foot. The heavy clay tile roof and
the heavy concrete walls greatly increase seismic demands on this straight
sheathed diaphragm. The diaphragm is expected to shear during a strong
ground motion earthquake leading to loss of out-of-plane wall anchorage and
partial collapse of the roofs.
5. The gap between the straight wood sheathing and the top chord of the wood
truss at the filter building does not allow lateral wall out of plane shear transfer
from the truss top chord into the straight sheathed wood diaphragm. The straight
sheathed wood diaphragm is also inadequate to transfer the high seismic load
demands. The result of these multiple vulnerabilities is that the as-built roof
structure is a collapse hazard in a strong ground motion earthquake.
6. The lack of adequate anchorage at the top of the pilasters to the roof trusses and
all perimeter wood framing for seismic out-of-plane wall loads to resist the walls
inertial forces falling away from the building creates a condition where the walls
and roof can separate during a strong earthquake. This detachment can lead to
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collapse potential of the roof in the filter areas. Attachment B sheet B-1 has the
detail reproduced from the original 1930’s and 1950’s drawings that depicts this
connection. The assembly of these elements without adequate connections was
not recognized or designed for in the original design. Retrofit of the roof
members and pilaster/wall connection for these large seismic loads is
recommended to prevent excessive deformations of the roof relative to the walls
resulting in collapse hazards during strong ground motion earthquakes.
7. The basement level clearwell was documented by MWH in the March 3, 2011
inspection as having multiple reinforced concrete beams with exposed bottom
reinforcing steel. This bottom reinforcing steel is in various stages of rusting and
corrosion. Upon performing structural calculations on these beams, it became
apparent that the only loads these beams can support without cracking and
yielding are vertical gravity code level loads. The addition of seismic demand is
recognized as beyond the capacity of these beams as originally built.
Recognizing the reinforced concrete beams do not have seismic code level
capacity characterizes the structural horizontal supports as vulnerable to yielding
and significant deformation during a code level seismic event. MWH does,
however, believe the repair of these members should be completed to bring
these critically important beams to a vertical load carrying capacity at service
levels.
With the 1950 drawings, the following vulnerabilities are recognized. Many of these are
identical to the 1930 original construction items as this was a duplication of much of the
original design in adding more filters and basins.
1. The many reinforced concrete columns supporting the upper levels of the facility
have tie spacing at up to 12-inches on center. Columns such as these have
limited confinement of their concrete cores due to the minimal #4 tie bar spacing
that does not meet modern building codes. This lack of confinement can lead to
spalling of the columns, loss of concrete coverage, and diminished column
capacity with the lack of cross ties necessary to confine the concrete. The
concrete within the ties can crack, spall, and burst as well, loosing capacity
during a strong ground motion earthquake. Loss of vertical capacity of the
columns can cause re-distribution of loading and potential partial collapse in the
most vulnerable areas.
2. The sedimentation basin walls are thin and lightly reinforced and susceptible to
significant hydrodynamic forces during a strong earthquake. Depending upon
the acceleration of the strong ground motion earthquake, the results can likely be
wall failure in bending. The acceleration of the earthquake can fail the walls in
bending from the dynamic force of the water. The bending cracks, yielding of
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reinforcing and crushing of concrete at the base of the walls will result in
permanent deformations of the walls and cause leaks through the cracks.
Retrofitting the basin walls is possible and was outlined in the Grants Pass WTP
Technical Memorandum titled “Structural and Seismic Upgrades for the
Proposed Basin Improvements” (MWH - May 29, 2009). The retrofit described in
the TM entailed the addition of 6-inch interior face reinforced concrete walls to
the existing walls.
3. The gap between the straight wood sheathing and the top chord of the wood
truss at the filter building does not allow lateral wall out of plane shear transfer
from the truss top chord into the straight sheathed wood diaphragm. The straight
sheathed wood diaphragm is also inadequate to transfer the high seismic load
demands. The result of these multiple vulnerabilities is that the as-built roof
structure is a collapse hazard in a strong ground motion earthquake.
4. The straight wood sheathed roof diaphragms have a very limited diaphragm
shear capacity of only 100 pounds per lineal foot. The heavy clay tile roof and
the heavy concrete walls greatly increase seismic demands on this straight
sheathed diaphragm. The diaphragm is expected to shear during a strong
ground motion earthquake leading to loss of out-of-plane wall anchorage and
partial collapse of the roofs.
5. The lack of adequate anchorage at the top of the pilasters to the roof trusses and
all perimeter roof framing for seismic out-of-plane wall loads to resist the walls
inertial forces falling away from the building creates a condition where the walls
and roof can separate during a strong earthquake. This detachment can lead to
collapse potential of the roof in the filter areas. Attachment B sheet B-1 has the
detail reproduced from the original 1930’s and 1950’s drawings that depicts this
connection. The assembly of these elements without adequate connections was
not recognized or designed for in the original design. Retrofit of the roof
members and pilaster/wall connection for these large seismic loads is
recommended to prevent excessive deformations of the roof relative to the walls
resulting in collapse hazards during strong ground motion earthquakes.
With the 1961 plant expansion drawings, the following vulnerabilities are recognized,
many of which are identical to the 1930 and 1950 original construction items. This
commonality and interdependency of the structures is due to the existing structures
being interconnected with common walls. The vulnerabilities are as follows:
1. The east sedimentation basin has a common wall with the existing basin wall that
forms the north wall of this basin. The hydrodynamic forces both pushing and
pulling on this interior “divider” wall were never designed for or retrofitted for
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these loads. The thin and lightly reinforced sedimentation basin walls are
susceptible to significant hydrodynamic forces during a strong earthquake.
Depending upon the acceleration of the strong ground motion earthquake two
results are likely. The lower level acceleration earthquake can fail the walls in
bending from the dynamic force of the water causing bending cracks at the base
of the walls and resulting in permanent deformations of the walls and even leaks
through the cracks. The larger level earthquake can result in shear failures at the
base of the walls from the foundation. Shear failures at the base of the wall will
result in rapid loss of basin contents and render the basins unusable. Retrofitting
the basin walls may not be practical due to their original thin wall construction
that is vulnerable to catastrophic shear failure.
2. At the base foundation of this intertie, an expansion joint was placed between the
basins to accommodate movement and potential differential settlement. The
detrimental effects of this joint can be realized during a strong ground motion
earthquake with two likely results. The lower level acceleration earthquake can
fail the slab-to-foundation connection by deformation of the slab in bending from
the dynamic force of the water causing bending cracks at the resulting in
permanent deformations of the slab and leaks through the cracks. The larger
level earthquake can result in shear failures at the slab from the foundation.
Shear failures at the slab will result in rapid loss of basin contents and render the
basins unusable. Retrofitting the basin slabs is likely difficult due to their original
thin slab construction that is vulnerable to catastrophic shear failure.
With the 1980 plant expansion drawings, the following vulnerabilities are recognized,
many of which are identical to the 1930, 1950, and 1961 original construction items.
This commonality and interdependency of the structures is due to the existing structures
being interconnected with common walls. The vulnerabilities are as follows:
1. The 80-foot square sedimentation basin with the single platform walkway out to
the center of the sedimentation reaction well does not offer adequate seismic
resistance to the hydrodynamic loads that can damage and collapse these
elements into the basin during strong ground motion earthquakes. The 7-foot
square foundation for the center column is too small to resist the large
hydrodynamic forces. Strengthening of the platform by spanning clear across the
basin with a new bridge/platform is a common method of seismically retrofitting
this deficiency. Alternatively, process decisions can dictate the complete
removal of the reaction well and platform to eliminate this seismic collapse risk.
2. The thin and lightly reinforced square (in plan) sedimentation basin walls are
susceptible to significant hydrodynamic forces during a strong earthquake. The
basin walls are thin and lightly reinforced and susceptible to significant
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hydrodynamic forces during a strong earthquake.
Depending upon the
acceleration of the strong ground motion earthquake, the results can likely be
wall failure in bending. The acceleration of the earthquake can fail the walls in
bending from the dynamic force of the water. The bending cracks, yielding of
reinforcing and crushing of concrete at the base of the walls will result in
permanent deformations of the walls and cause leaks through the cracks.
Retrofitting the basin walls is possible. The retrofit described in the May 29, 2009
memo referenced earlier entailed the addition of 6-inch interior face reinforced
concrete walls to the existing walls which will likely be appropriate for these walls
as well.
3. The Rogue River intake structure is very tall and laterally loaded by the soil on
one side only. During a seismic event, the soil lateral pressure can increase
substantially and result in deformation and movement of the intake facility toward
the river. This movement can cause failure to the pumps rendering water
removal from the river useless until the pump cans are replaced or straightened.
4. The clearwell and filters reinforced concrete are thin and lightly reinforced.
5. The chemical tank and electrical equipment areas have metal deck on steel joist
framed roof supported on reinforced concrete block and reinforced concrete
walls. The seismic in-plane shear connection from the roof to the walls is
detailed for lighter seismic conditions. The out-of-plane wall to roof is detailed for
lighter seismic conditions and can lead to separation of the wall from the roofs
during a strong ground motion earthquake.
The deficiencies described above could lead to catastrophic failure at the strong ground
motion levels that can occur during a code level seismic event. These deficiencies can
lead to progressive failure and some partial collapses in the affected areas in code level
seismic events.

2.4 Seismic Evaluation Criteria
The primary design seismic evaluation criteria are the IBC with Oregon state
amendments, which are based upon both the 2009 edition of the IBC and the ASCE
7-05 building code. The seismic loads are horizontal force ground accelerations of 75%
of gravity for short period structures and 38% of gravity for long period (tall or long water
basins) structures which equate to 2,475 year return period earthquakes per the current
IBC. The 2009 IBC level forces have a 2% chance of exceedance in any 50-year period.
Two-thirds of these ground level accelerations are then used for the actual structure
seismic acceleration calculations due to the code prescribed procedures.
The
Importance factor for the facility is 1.5, meaning that the intent of seismic design is to
have all structures up and running following a major earthquake event. For design,
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seismic loads will be increased by 1.5 to keep structural elements in the elastic range of
stress such that they are not yielding, cracking, crushing or leaking and becoming
unusable after the earthquake.

2.5 Seismic Hazards and the Potential for Damage
In the event of a major earthquake, the current structural risk to the building is assessed
to be high. Overall, the structures have not been adequately designed and detailed to
prevent global collapse and major damage in the event of strong ground shaking. In
general, major structural elements and connections of the lateral-load carrying system
are missing in terms of code requirements in effect at this time and for the expected
seismic load performance for this type of structure.
The deficiencies described in the previous sections can lead to catastrophic failure and
are a concern at the code level design earthquake. These deficiencies can lead to
progressive failure in these areas as evidenced by previous performance of these types
of structures in past seismic events.
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Chapter 3
Visual Observations
3.1 On-site Inspection/Review
A visual inspection of the Grants Pass Water Treatment Plant was conducted on August
18, 2011. Both the entire external perimeter of the structure at grade level and the
interior of accessible areas were viewed. The adjacent Rogue River Intake structure
was observed. The north and south filter enclosures were covered with architectural
finishes on most surfaces, so limited observations were made to the filter exterior walls
and roof. Many of the observed deficiencies of the WTP are captured in Attachment B
photographs. The applicable photographs are referenced as Figures contained in
Attachment B.
The WTP and Rogue River Intake had the following observed deficiencies with the
numbering below referencing the Figure numbers in Attachment B:
1. Both the 1931 and 1950 filter roof structures have multiple seismic deficiencies at the
roof level. The wall-to-roof anchorage is the most significant of these vulnerabilities.
2. The blocking for out-of-plane anchorage will likely need to be added at four feet oncenter to carry the heavy lateral out-of-plane wall loads. The split blocking will also
require replacement.
3. Split truss bottom chord bracing at the bolt line does not offer adequate
interconnection for lateral loading and should be retrofitted with new connections.
This indicates loss of ability to resist lateral loading in these areas that are now more
vulnerable to seismic forces.
4. The bottom chord of the truss is split and not capable of resisting the lateral load
required during a strong ground motion seismic event. Retrofit of the truss with
interconnected side plates can likely remediate this deficiency.
5. In addition to the deficient wall-to-roof anchorage, this photograph exhibits the gap
between the straight wood sheathing and the top chord of the wood truss that does
not allow lateral wall out-of-plane shear transfer from the truss top chord into the
straight sheathed wood diaphragm. The straight sheathed wood diaphragm is also
inadequate to transfer the high seismic load demands. The result of these multiple
vulnerabilities is that the as-built roof structure is a collapse hazard in a strong
ground motion earthquake.
6. The plan offset in the south wall of the filter building creates a horizontal irregularity
on the roof diaphragm concentrating large lateral loads into the wall that is not
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extended further southward. These lateral force concentrations were not recognized
or designed for in the original design. Retrofit of the roof and south walls for these
large seismic loads is recommended to prevent excessive deformations of the south
walls relative to the roof resulting in collapse hazards during strong ground motion
earthquakes.
7. The combination of lack of anchorage at the top of this column to the roof truss and
the lack of the chord/collector connection around the back of the column make this a
very seismically unstable interconnection. The assembly of these elements without
adequate connections were not recognized or designed for in the original design.
Retrofit of the roof members and column connection for these large seismic loads is
recommended to prevent excessive deformations of the roof over the column
resulting in collapse hazards during strong ground motion earthquakes.
8. The single platform walkway out to the center of the square sedimentation reaction
well does not offer adequate seismic resistance to the hydrodynamic loads that can
damage and collapse these elements into the basin during strong ground motion
earthquakes. Strengthening of the platform by spanning clear across the basin with
a new bridge/platform is a common method of seismically retrofitting this deficiency.
Alternatively, process decisions can dictate the complete removal of the reaction well
and platform to eliminate this seismic collapse risk.
9. The thin and lightly reinforced sedimentation basin walls are susceptible to significant
hydrodynamic forces during a strong earthquake.
The acceleration of the
earthquake can fail the walls in bending from the dynamic force of the water. The
bending cracks, yielding of reinforcing and crushing of concrete at the base of the
walls will result in permanent deformations of the walls and cause leaks through the
cracks. Retrofitting the basin walls is possible and was outlined in the Grants Pass
WTP Technical Memorandum titled “Structural and Seismic Upgrades for the
Proposed Basin Improvements” (MWH - May 29, 2009). The retrofit described in the
TM entailed the addition of 6-inch interior face reinforced concrete walls to the
existing walls.
10. The cracked CMU wall of the chemical building with the filter building is indicative of
stress concentrations being exceeded, resulting in permanent deformation of the wall
and cracking.
During a seismic event, further stress concentration at this
interconnected vulnerable area can be expected resulting in these cracks opening up
further and additional cracks extending out from these existing cracks.
11. A vertical steel wide flange column is cantilevered from the foundation to laterally
support the redwood baffle walls in the sedimentation tanks. Both the redwood
baffles and the steel columns can collapse, bend and fail when subjected to
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hydrodynamic loads requiring replacement of these members after a seismic event
provided the basins are still functional. The steel column can be braced back to the
walls to provide greater seismic load resistance and be reinforced per the Grants
Pass WTP Technical Memorandum titled “Structural and Seismic Upgrades for the
Proposed Basin Improvements” (MWH - May 29, 2009).
12. The deteriorated concrete around the filter pipe penetrations have corroded pipe
elements and reinforcing elements that are susceptible to brittle failure during a
major earthquake’s strong ground motion.
13. The below-grade filter gallery north wall has multiple locations where vertical cracks
below grade are seeping water. The water coming through the wall is apparently
contacting steel through the thickness of the crack and depositing rust stains on the
concrete. These cracks are expected to be the weakened plane of the concrete that
will be further yielded during strong ground motion.
14. The filter gallery piping passing through the structural wall jamb interrupts the vertical
reinforcing steel. With the vertical steel interrupted seismic lateral out-of-plane loads
in the wall focus on this highly stressed area and can cause severe cracking and
shear failures in this zone during an earthquake.
15. The filter gallery piping passing through the structural wall jamb to the head area
interrupts the vertical and horizontal reinforcing steel. With the vertical and
horizontal steel interrupted seismic lateral out-of-plane loads in the wall focus on this
highly stressed area and can cause severe cracking and shear failures in this zone
during an earthquake.
16. In the electrical room, a substantial amount of the roof steel angle ledgers do not
have any visible anchor bolts to the concrete block masonry walls. The seismic inplane and out-of-plane loads needed to be transferred in an earthquake are likely not
capable of being transmitted through this ledger angle that does not have anchorage
that is visually verifiable. The resulting lack of support can lead to loss of support
and partial collapse of roof elements framing into this wall.
17. In the electrical room, a substantial amount of the roof metal deck does not have any
visible anchor bolts or ledgers to the concrete block masonry walls. The seismic inplane and out-of-plane loads needed to be transferred in an earthquake are likely not
capable of being transmitted through this bearing connection that does not have
anchorage that is visually verifiable. The resulting lack of support can lead to loss of
support and partial collapse of roof elements framing into this wall.
18. In the chemical storage area, some of the diagonal bracing for the trusses do not
have any visible anchor bolts to the concrete block masonry walls. The seismic out-
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of-plane loads needed to be transferred in an earthquake are likely not capable of
being transmitted through this connection angle that does not have anchorage that is
visually verifiable. The resulting lack of support can lead to loss of support and
partial collapse of roof elements framing into this wall. This connection is also
vulnerable to wind uplift buckling the bottom chord of the trusses during strong
winds.
19. In the chemical storage area, some of the diagonal bracing for the trusses have
narrow vulnerable plates to the concrete block masonry walls. The seismic out-ofplane loads needed to be transferred in an earthquake are likely not capable of being
transmitted through this thin plate that does not have much capacity. The resulting
lack of support can lead to loss of support and partial collapse of roof elements
framing into this wall. This connection is also vulnerable to wind uplift buckling the
bottom chord of the trusses during strong winds.
20. In the chemical storage area, the steel beam connecting into the shear wall appears
to not have much capacity to transfer lateral loads. In addition,, in the direction 90
degrees to this connection, there is no visible seismic collector connection to the roof
metal deck. The seismic in-plane and out-of-plane loads needed to be transferred in
an earthquake are likely not capable of being transmitted through this light and nonexistent connection that does not have much capacity. The resulting lack of support
can lead to loss of support and partial collapse of roof elements framing into this wall.
21. In the chemical area, the steel truss to concrete block wall grout pockets have
honeycombed grout that will likely limit the out-of-plane load transfer from the truss to
the walls during strong ground motion earthquakes. The seismic out-of-plane loads
needed to be transferred in an earthquake are likely not capable of being transmitted
through this honeycombed bearing connection that does not have adequate shear
capacity and edge distance on the anchorage. The resulting lack of support can lead
to loss of support and partial collapse of roof elements framing into this wall during
an earthquake.
22. In the chemical area, a substantial amount of the roof steel angle ledgers do not
have any visible anchor bolts to the concrete block masonry walls. The seismic inplane and out-of-plane loads needed to be transferred in an earthquake are likely not
capable of being transmitted through this ledger angle that does not have anchorage
that is visually verifiable. The resulting lack of support can lead to loss of support
and partial collapse of roof elements framing into this wall.
23. In the chemical area, the steel beam connecting into the wall appears to not have
much capacity to transfer lateral loads due to limited edge distance of the anchorage.
The seismic out-of-plane loads needed to be transferred in an earthquake are likely
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not capable of being transmitted through the connection that does not have much
capacity. The resulting lack of support can lead to loss of support and partial
collapse of roof elements framing into this wall.
24. The river intake pump station top-level housing is a three-sided structure susceptible
to torsional (twisting) loads in a seismic event. The torsional demands can result in
damage to the top-level walls and roof structure during a strong ground motion
earthquake.
25. The river intake pump station wood roof framing connections to the walls for out-ofplane loading are very light and not capable of transferring the high seismic forces
that can be developed by the structure. The resulting lack of support can lead to loss
of support and partial collapse of roof elements framing into this wall.
26. This rigid pipeline locked into the basin wall reinforced concrete and the sidewalk
concrete does not allow differential movement of this element. Differential settlement
of the basin at the wall relative to the surrounding grade can shear off this pipe at this
location during strong ground motion earthquakes.
27. The overhead interconnecting reinforced concrete water channel from the 1931 to
1950s era basins is susceptible to high stress and differential movement during
seismic events. The operation of this channel post earthquake may not be possible
due to the cracking, breaking and leakage.
28. The east wall of the 1930’s era basin was observed to have vertical cracks at several
locations. These cracks were also well documented in the Grants Pass WTP
Technical Memorandum titled “Structural and Seismic Upgrades for the Proposed
Basin Improvements” (MWH - May 29, 2009). These cracks are indicative of many
items such as initial drying shrinkage, differential settlement, insufficient horizontal
and vertical reinforcing for gravity and seismic loads. During the hydrodynamic
loading from a strong ground motion earthquake we believe these walls can be
severely damage in bending or shear at their base resulting on loss of contents and
use.
29. The east wall of the 1930’s era basin was observed to have vertical cracks at several
locations. There is also vertical offset of these walls well documented in the Grants
Pass WTP Technical Memorandum titled “Structural and Seismic Upgrades for the
Proposed Basin Improvements” (MWH - May 29, 2009). These cracks are indicative
of many items such as initial drying shrinkage, differential settlement, insufficient
horizontal and vertical reinforcing for gravity and seismic loads. During the
hydrodynamic loading from a strong ground motion earthquake we believe these
walls can be severely damage in bending or shear at their base resulting on loss of
contents and use.
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30. The east wall of the 1930’s era basin interconnection to the filter building wall was
observed to have vertical cracks. These cracks are indicative of many items such as
initial drying shrinkage, differential settlement, insufficient horizontal and vertical
reinforcing for gravity and seismic loads. During the hydrodynamic loading from a
strong ground motion earthquake we believe these walls can be severely damage in
bending or shear at their base resulting on loss of contents and use. The
acceleration of the earthquake can fail the walls in bending from the dynamic force of
the water. The bending cracks, yielding of reinforcing and crushing of concrete at
the base of the walls will result in permanent deformations of the walls and cause
leaks through the cracks. Retrofitting the basin walls is possible and was outlined in
the Grants Pass WTP Technical Memorandum titled “Structural and Seismic
Upgrades for the Proposed Basin Improvements” (MWH - May 29, 2009). The
retrofit described in the TM entailed the addition of 6-inch interior face reinforced
concrete walls to the existing walls.
31. The northeast corner of the filter building wall was observed to have horizontal
cracks at several exterior locations. These cracks are indicative of many items such
as initial drying shrinkage, differential settlement, insufficient horizontal and vertical
reinforcing for gravity and seismic loads. During the seismic loading from a strong
ground motion earthquake we believe these walls can be severely damaged in
bending or shear with potential loss of use.
32. The adjacent Rogue River’s proximity to the treatment facility produces a steep slope
on the south side of the facility. The intake structure appears to have rotated toward
the river due to the unbalanced loading from the soil embankment. During a seismic
event, the soil lateral pressure can increase substantially and result in further
movement of the intake facility toward the river. The river’s proximity has lead to
previous erosion of the embankment that could be further exacerbated with a strong
ground motion earthquake accelerating this unrestrained steep edge toward the
river.
33. The slope stabilization along the river embankment is a recognition that the erosion
of the embankment is proceeding with time at the end of this bend in the river. The
proximity of the entire facility being so close to the embankment creates a vulnerably
top surcharge-loaded slope. During strong ground shaking, any weakened planes in
the slope can be vulnerable to stability concerns.
34. The electric transformer did not have visible anchorage to its foundation. To prevent
sliding of the transformer during significant lateral loading from severing, the
electrical connections positive mechanical anchorage should be installed.
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35. The incoming natural gas line pipe diameter necks down to a very narrow pipe
section. The narrow pipe section does not offer much structural capacity to resist
cyclical seismic loading of the meter moving back and forth like a pendulum. The
narrow section can bend and fail by cracking that can not only lead to loss of gas
service but be easily ignited by any surrounding ignition source causing a fire to the
adjacent wood structure. Correction of the incoming gas line’s diameter and
independent support of the meter to prevent breaking the line and feeding a fire are
prudent measures to reduce risk. Additionally, an automatic seismic acceleration
shut off valve could be added for added safety.
36. The polymer tanks held in the stands lack anchorage to prevent sliding or potential
overturning. With the high center of gravity of these tanks, they can topple in a large
earthquake and the bases can certainly slide (or walk over) and fall off the raised
concrete slab leading to collapse of the tanks in even a moderate earthquake.
37. The stainless steel polymer tanks lack mechanical anchorage to prevent sliding or
potential overturning. With the high center of gravity of these tanks they can topple
in a large earthquake and the bases can certainly slide (or walk over) and fall off the
raised concrete slab leading to collapse of the tanks in even a moderate earthquake.
38. The aluminum sulfate and T-Floc tanks lack anchorage at their bases to prevent
sliding. Sliding of the tanks can sever their inlets/outlets causing evacuation of the
contents of the tanks and rendering the treatment process inoperable.
39. The electrical equipment has limited anchorage on narrow concrete pads that likely
have little to prevent sliding or potential overturning. With the high center of gravity
of the electrical equipment, they can topple in a large earthquake and the bases can
certainly slide (or walk over) and fall off the raised concrete slab leading to collapse
of the equipment in even a moderate earthquake. This destruction of the equipment
can render the treatment plant inoperable.
40. The t-bar ceiling, lighting and HVAC ducts do not have lateral splayed wires or
compression struts to adequately resist seismic loads. The result of this deficiency is
that during strong ground motion the ceilings, lights and duct work can move
significantly and collapse creating a space below that is unusable.
41. The lighting over the filters does not have lateral splayed wires or compression struts
to adequately resist seismic loads. The result of this deficiency is during strong
ground motion the lights can move significantly and collapse creating a space below
that is unusable.
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3.2 Seismic Vulnerabilities
In order to reduce the risks of the observed deficiencies, we recommend consideration
of seismic and wind resistant structural upgrades for the facility that are further
discussed in Chapter 4. Many of the deficiencies described above and in Chapter 2 can
have progressive domino-type effects on the failure of structural elements during strong
ground motion earthquakes. By allowing this structure to have so many deficiencies
during a seismic event, devastating effects to not only the performance of the local
element but also to the entire structure can be the result. A partial collapse that occurs
at one of the operational elements, rendering the operation of that function to be lost,
can have a chain reaction effect on the entire facility rendering the treatment plant
ineffective at treating the water to fight fires or provide drinking water after a seismic
event. Continued progressive failure of adjacent structures can also result once one
area has been severely weakened by the original earthquake such that aftershocks of a
lower magnitude event can cause failures as well.
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Cha
apter 4
Sum
mmarized
d Recomm
mendations
4.1 Conceptua
C
l Seismic Retrofits
R
The following
f
listt of retrofit items are foc
cused on the
e effect of sttrong ground
d motion from
m
a ma
ajor seismic event that can
c be categ
gorized as a code-level seismic pe
erformance o
of
the various plant structures. The list is a prioritized ranking of th
he retrofits d
deemed mosst
he
signifficant to the structure’s lateral load resistance at this time. The next phase of th
retroffit development process would be to
o perform se
eismic calculations to confirm the sizze
and extent
e
of these retrofit ite
ems, and to refine cost e
estimates.
1. In
nstallation off a tieback or
o soil nail wall along the
e steep bankk of the Rog
gue River tha
at
has steel rein
nforced shotc
crete placed
d between a grid of deep
p tiebacks. F
Figure 4.1.1.
2. In
nstall tieback
ks through th
he Rogue River
R
Intake N
North wall off the structure to connecct
th
he tall reinfo
orced concre
ete structure
e to the stee
ep embankm
ment and resist the larg
ge
se
eismic latera
al load. Figu
ure 4.1.2.
3. Tile
T roof rem
moval and ins
stallation of the new plyywood shea
athing nailed
d through th
he
frraming. Reiinstallation of
o the roof tiile upon com
mpletion of a
all new plyw
wood. Figurre
4.1.3 a and b.
b
4. In
nstallation off new wood roof wall-to-roof framin g and wall-tto-roof anch
horage at fou
ur
fe
eet on-cente
er around the
e entire roof perimeter att the filters a
and tower. F
Figure 4.1.4..
5. Strengthen
S
the sedimen
ntation basin
n walls with
h a combin
nation of ne
ew reinforce
ed
co
oncrete retro
ofit as well patching an
nd repairing to prevent sshear bending failures in
th
he Basin 1 and
a
2 walls. Remove, inspect, rep
pair and rep
place baffle walls per th
he
Grants
G
Pass WTP Techn
nical Memorrandum title
ed “Structura
al and Seism
mic Upgrade
es
fo
or the Proposed Basin Im
mprovementts” (MWH - M
May 29, 200
09). Figures 4
4.1.5 a-e.
6. Strengthen
S
th
he mixing ta
ank and clea
arwell walls and column
ns with a co
ombination o
of
new reinforc
ced concrete
e retrofit as
s well as ffiber-reinforcced polyme
er fiber wra
ap
additions to prevent she
ear and ben
nding failure
es in the ba
asin walls a
and columnss.
Figures 4.1.6
6 a and b.
7. Strengthen
S
th
he 80-foot square
s
sedim
mentation ba
asin walls a
and center ccolumn with a
co
ombination of
o new reinfo
orced concrrete retrofit a
as well as stteel platform
m, column an
nd
fib
ber-reinforce
ed polymer additions
a
to prevent she
ear and ben
nding failuress in the basiin
walls.
w
Figures
s 4.1.7 a and
d b.
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8. In
nstallation of new steel anchorage for the wall-to-roof in-p
plane shearr and framin
ng
and wall-to-ro
oof anchorag
ge at 4 feet-on-center arround the en
ntire roof perimeter at th
he
chemical and
d electrical ro
oom structurres. Figures 4.1.8 a – c.
9. Ins
stall Chemic
cal tank anc
chorage to prevent
p
slid ing and top
ppling of che
emical tankss.
Figures 4.1.9
9 a – m.
10. In
nstall Electrical Equipment anchora
age to preve
ent sliding a
and toppling
g of chemica
al
ta
anks. Figures 4.1.9 a – m.
m
11. Water
W
Pipe anchorage at Filter Galleries and
d Chemical Pipe ancho
orage at th
he
Chemical
C
Are
eas. Figures
s 4.1.11 a an
nd b.
Ta
able 4.1. Rettrofit Summ
mary Table
Number

Retro
ofit

1

New tiebacks
t
and
d shotcrete of
o embankm ent entire fa
ace

2

New tiebacks
t
thro
ough North wall
w of the in
ntake

3

Tile roof remov
val and installation o
of the plyw
wood sheatthing and
cement of tile roof.
replac

4

Installation of new
w roof wall to
o roof framin
ng and wall tto roof ancho
orage

5

Streng
gthen sedim
mentation ba
asin walls a
and baffle w
walls and leak repairs
with reinforced
r
concrete.
c
Pa
atching, repa
airing per th
he Grants P
Pass WTP
Techn
nical Memorrandum title
ed “Structura
al and Seism
mic Upgrades for the
Propo
osed Basin Improvements” (MWH - May 29, 200
09) for Basin
ns 1 and 2

6

Streng
gthen mixing
g tank and clearwell
c
wa
alls and colu
umns with a reinforced
concrrete and FRP
P

7

Streng
gthen 80 fo
oot square sedimentatio
s
on walls an
nd column w
with steel,
reinfo
orced concre
ete and FRP

8

Installation of ne
ew steel an
nchorage fo
or the wall at the chemical and
electrrical rooms

9

Install chemical ta
ank anchora
age

10
0

Install electrical equipment an
nchorage

11
1

Pipe anchorage
a
and
a support
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Propo
osed modifications are expected to
t provide m
more-positivve, redundan
nt transfer o
of
seism
mic loads through the structures and preve
ent separations that co
ould lead tto
progrressive, seve
ere damage
e. (Although
h the modiffications are
e not expec
cted to brin
ng
the facility
f
into
o complete complianc
ce with currrent buildin
ng code re
equirements
s,
stren
ngthening modificatio
m
ns are exp
pected to reduce the
e possibilitty of severre
dama
age in a larrge strong ground mo
otion earthq
quake.) Rettrofits and d
design criteria
will be
b negotiated
d with local building officials to find criteria thatt is reasonable and safe
e.
Often
n the ASCE
E Manual 41
4 is used on old stru
uctures and
d is acceptted by man
ny
jurisd
dictions.

4.2 Seismic
S
Re
etrofit Costt Estimates
s
The following
f
rettrofit costs presented
p
in
n Table 4.2 a
are focused
d on the effe
ect of seismic
retroffits as descrribed above. All the liste
ed retrofits a
are assumed
d to be com
mpleted in on
ne
contrract for cost efficiencies
s. Should th
he retrofits b
be complete
ed as individ
dual separatte
contrracts, the cost
c
estimattes listed below should
d be factorred accordin
ngly for lesss
efficie
ency. The listed cost estimates are
a rough o
order-of-mag
gnitude onlyy and do no
ot
includ
de the cost of
o overtime, internal management, o
off-shift workk, interruptio
on of processs,
any unusual
u
safe
ety requirem
ments or projject coordin ation with T
Treatment Pllant function
ns
and these
t
cost elements
e
sh
hould be fac
ctored accorrdingly. The estimates a
are based o
on
prese
ent knowledg
ge, which is
s in large pa
art based up
pon experien
nce and judg
gment. Oncce
actua
al preliminary
y and detailed engineerring designss for the retro
ofits are ava
ailable, more
eaccurrate estimate
es can be de
eveloped.
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Tab
ble 4.2. Seis
smic Retroffit Cost Estiimate Summ
mary Table
Num
mber

Rough Orrder of
Magnitude Cost

Retro
ofit

1

Tieba
acks and sho
otcrete at em
mbankment

$1,000,,000

2

Tieba
acks at Intake
e

$200,0
000

3

Plywo
ood roof sheathing

$200,0
000

4

Wall-tto-roof anchorage

$400,0
000

5

Basin
n wall strengtthening

6

Streng
gthen tank, clearwell wa
alls, roof and
d
colum
mns

$300,0
000

7

Streng
gthen 80’ sq
q sed basin walls
w
and co
olumns

$500,0
000

8

gthen Chem
mical and Ele
ect Room wa
all-toStreng
roof conn.
c

$400,0
000

9

Ancho
or chemical tanks

$100,0
000

10
0

Ancho
or electrical equipment

$200,0
000

11
1

Pipe Anchorage
A

$200,0
000

$1,500,,000

S
Subtotal

$5,000,,000

Mobilization
M
and Genera
al Conditionss (15%)

$750,0
000

Contrac
ctor Profit an
nd Overhead
d (10%)

$500,0
000

Contingenc
cies, Engineering, CMS,, Legal,
Admin
n (45%)

$2,250,,000

Total

$8,500,,000

Once
e detailed en
ngineering drawings
d
are
e prepared, the constru
uction costs can be morre
accurrately estima
ated.
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4.3 Maintenanc
M
ce Retrofits
The following
f
sim
mple interna
al retrofit items are morre maintena
ance-related than directly
affectting seismic performanc
ce of the plan
nt.
1. Multiple
M
telep
phone, communications
s, and electrrical cabinetts at many levels are no
ot
adequately
a
attached
a
to the concre
ete walls, flo
oors, and cceilings to rresist seismic
lo
oads. We recommend
d these pie
eces of equ
uipment and
d cabinets be positively
attached
a
to all
a adjacent structural
s
su
urfaces.
2. Similarly,
S
file
e cabinets, bookcases, and some furnishings are not atttached to th
he
floor
f
and wa
all structures they are su
upported on or are adjaccent to. We
e recommen
nd
all
a these furrnishings be positively attached
a
to their adjace
ent structure
es to preven
nt
falling
f
and liffe safety haz
zards.
3. Also,
A
desk mounted
m
equipment and
d computer screens an
nd monitors lack positivve
attachment
a
to
t desktops. This critic
cal equipme
ent is fragile
e and will brreak during a
strong
s
ground motion earthquake
e and can be a life-ssafety haza
ard to towe
er
We recomm
occupants.
o
mend all equ
uipment be positively se
ecured to th
he desks an
nd
furnishings.
f

4.4 New
N
Plant Alternative
A
e
As an
a alternativ
ve to the ex
xtensive structural mod
difications d
detailed in tthis report, a
budget-level construction co
ost estimate was preparred for a ne
ew, fully com
mpliant Wate
er
Treattment Plant that is similarly sized to the existting plant in
n all major ffacilities. It is
assum
med this ne
ew plant wou
uld be located on a nott-yet-identifie
ed, unoccup
pied site. Th
he
new treatment
t
plant would make
m
use of the
t following
g primary tre
eatment proccesses:






d Mix
Rapid
Floccu
ulation/Sedim
mentation
Granu
ular Media Filtration
F
with
h a dual me dia bed of g
granular activated carbo
on
(GAC) over sand
Chloriine Disinfecttion
Treate
ed Water Sto
orage (2.0 MG)
M and Hig h Service Pumping

n
plant wo
ould also inc
clude the folllowing ancilllary facilitiess:
The new




Backw
wash Water Equalization
n and Clarificcation
Sludge Drying Lag
goons
Backu
up Power Fa
acilities
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A new plant wou
uld provide many advantages overr the existin
ng plant. In addition to a
longe
er useful life
e and structu
ural/seismic code comp
pliance, a ne
ew plant would provide a
more
e robust, energy efficien
nt, and high
her performiing treatmen
nt process. A new plan
nt
would
d likely featture a more
e operator-frriendly workk environme
ent as well as space fo
or
future
e plant expa
ansions. The
e flexibility affforded with a new plantt would also be beneficia
al
in th
he future as
a the watter industry
y’s regulatio
ons and sstandards ffor emergin
ng
conta
aminants and
d pathogens
s continue to
o be defined .
Table
e 4.3, provid
des the budg
get-level cap
pital cost esttimate for a new plant. The costs d
do
not in
nclude prov
visions for la
and acquisittion, a new intake, raw
w water pum
mp station, o
or
assoc
ciated conve
eyance systems as thes
se are proviided in Table 4.4. It is e
expected tha
at
the trreatment pla
ant will need to occupy a site with an
n area of ap
pproximately 6 acres. Th
he
costs
s provided are based on our pas
st experiencce designin
ng and building new o
or
expanded water treatment fa
acilities thro
oughout the region. Thiss estimate iss provided a
at
an “o
order of magnitude” leve
el only and, as
a such, sho
ould only be used for ea
arly budgetin
ng
and decision-mak
d
king purpose
es.
on, a new in
ntake, raw w
water pump stations an
nd associate
ed
Provisions for land acquisitio
conve
eyance systtems are cha
allenging to cost estima
ate at this ea
arly stage o
of planning a
as
they can take ma
any forms depending
d
upon location
n, land availlability and o
other factorss.
For example
e
– If a suitable
e site were found nea
ar the existing treatmen
nt plant, it is
possiible that the
e existing hiigh service pump statio
on would be
e adequate to utilize th
he
curre
ent intake an
nd pump to the new plan
nt. If a site w
were found ffarther awayy, but close tto
the riiver, it may be more fea
asible to con
nstruct a ne
ew intake ne
ear the new plant than tto
pump
p and conve
ey water from the existiing intake. For this rea
ason, we did
d not includ
de
these
e highly varia
able elemen
nts in the Co
ost Projectio
on for a New
w Treatmentt Plant (Tablle
4.3), but still wan
nt to give the
e City some
e guidance fo
or cost estim
mating. Tab
ble 4.4 show
ws
a la carte” menu
m
of costs that can be
b manipulatted as desig
gn progresse
es. To thesse
an “a
costs, the customary ad
raw construction
c
dditional perrcentages sh
hould be app
plied such ass:




10% for Contractor
C
Profit and Ove
erhead
15% for Contractor
C
Mobilization
M
and
a General Conditions
45% for Contingencie
C
es, Engineerring, CMS, L
Legal and Ad
dmin

Items
s that are un
nique to an a la carte me
enu item are included an
nd listed in th
he Table.
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Table 4.3. Orde
er of Magnittude Capital Cost Proje
ection for a New Treatm
ment
nt Designed
d to Treat 20
0 mgd.
Plan
Facility
Influ
uent Flow Me
etering and Flash
F
Mix Fa
acilities
Floc
cculation/Sed
dimentation Basin (2 x 10 mgd with Plate
Settlers)
Filte
ers
Trea
ated Water Storage
S
(2.0 MG Volume
e)
High
h Service Pu
ump Station and Meterin
ng
Che
emical Storag
ge and Feed
d Facilities
Backwash Equa
alization Bas
sin and Return Pump Sta
ation
Backwash Wasttewater Clarrification
Slud
dge Drying Lagoons
L
and
d Decant Pum
mp Station
New
w Admin & La
aboratory Fa
acilities
Engine Generattor/Backup Power
P
Facilitties
Land
dscaping
Sub
btotal
Mobilization and
a General Conditions (@15%)
Ellectrical (@ 12%)
Siite Civil and Yard Piping
g (@ 15%)
Instrumentatio
on (@ 6%)
Sub
btotal
Co
ontingencies
s, Engineerin
ng, CMS, Le
egal, Admin (@ 45%)
TOT
TAL
Cost shown do not include:

Esttimated
Cost, 2011 $
$5
500,000
$2,5
500,000
$7,5
500,000
$3,0
000,000
$2,5
500,000
$1,5
500,000
$6
600,000
$7
750,000
$1,5
500,000
$1,0
000,000
$1,0
000,000
$5
500,000
$22,8
850,000
$3,4
400,000
$2,7
700,000
$3,4
400,000
$1,4
400,000
$10,9
900,000
$15,2
250,000
$49,0
000,000

1. Intake, Raw
R
Water P
Pump Station, Raw Wate
er Piping.
2. Finished
d Water Tran
nsmission Piiping.
3. Land Ac
cquisition cossts for new W
WTP site.
4. Land Us
se Permitting
g
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Table 4.4. A la Carte Items
s for Consid
deration in O
Order of Ma
agnitude
Con
nstruction Cost
C
Projecttions for a New
N
Treatm
ment Plant D
Designed to
o Treat
20 mgd.
m
Esttimated
Construction
Piping
Cost, 2011 $
20” diameter
d
pip
ping ($/ft)
$500
24” diameter
d
pip
ping ($/ft)
$600
$750
30” diameter
d
pip
ping ($/ft)
$900
36” diameter
d
pip
ping ($/ft)
$1,200
48” diameter
d
pip
ping ($/ft)
Assu
umptions: Pipes
P
are in roadways
r
an
nd are of du ctile iron
Intake
En
nvironmenta
al Assessme
ent and Perm
mitting
Sttructure
Pu
umping ($/hp)
Finished Waterr Pumping
Pu
umping ($/hp)

$
$40,000
$7,5
500,000
$1,500
$1,500

- Permitting
P
co
osts include approximate
a
ely 6 meeting
gs with State
e officials
- EA
E includes approximate
a
ely 1 week pe
er month of labor hours for a total off 5 months
- Structure
S
estiimates are based
b
on sim
milar structurre costs in th
he region an
nd have not
been detailed
d out due to the wide ran
nge of variab
bles involved
d in this work.
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A. Building Performance Data
A.1 Building Codes
Most building codes in use in the United States are based on one of three model
building codes: the National Building Code (NBC), Standard Building Code (SBC) and
Uniform Building Code (UBC) which has been more recently combined into the
American Society of Engineers (ASCE) 7 and the International Building Code (IBC.)
These codes are developed and published by industry associations representing
building officials. The wind and seismic design provisions contained in these model
codes are all similar. In the most wind active regions of the United States, including
Florida, the Gulf Coast and Atlantic Coast states design has been based on the ASCE 7,
for many years. In other regions of the nation, the other model building codes are
commonly used.

In many localities in these other regions, the wind and seismic

provisions of these codes are not enforced.
The ASCE and IBC have adopted wind and seismic design philosophy intended to
protect life safety, but allow for some structural and potentially significant non-structural
damage for wind and seismic levels as severe as can be expected at some sites in the
most active wind regions of the nation.
The lateral force design regulations of the ASCE and IBC primarily address
requirements for building components and connections subjected to strong wind and
seismic loading. The design regulations do not address the effects of large wind borne
debris at a site. Projectiles can result in excessive damage to a building, regardless of
how well the building is constructed.
The intent of the wind and seismic design provisions of the ASCE and IBC is to prevent
injuries and loss of life under the conditions discussed above, not necessarily to
minimize property damage. Over the years, a few buildings have been designed to
provide for better performance. Such buildings are designed to substantially exceed the
detailing, strength and stiffness requirements specified by the building code as a
minimum design basis. In some jurisdictions, schools, hospitals, fire and police stations
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and communications centers are required to be designed to such enhanced criteria.
However, most buildings are designed for the code minimums.
A.2 Building Lateral Load Resisting Systems
Buildings are designed to resist wind and earthquake loads through the provision of a
lateral-load-resisting system.

The lateral-load-resisting system of a building typically

consists of a combination of vertical and horizontal elements and their connections.
Typical vertical elements are frames (beams and columns), braces, and walls. Typical
horizontal elements are roofs, floors, and braces.

Horizontal elements are usually

termed diaphragms. Details of how these elements are constructed and interconnected
are critical to the seismic performance of the building.
Beams and columns with connections designed to resist bending and shear forces are
termed moment-resisting frames.

Typically such frames are constructed of either

monolithically placed reinforced concrete or structural steel.

Recent codes require

special detailing for these structures to ensure that they can behave in a ductile manner
(able to absorb substantial amounts of energy and sustain extensive distress before
collapse).
Walls designed to resist lateral loads are referred to as shear walls. Shear walls in
buildings are composed either of reinforced concrete, reinforced or unreinforced
masonry (concrete block or brick), or wood stud walls sheathed with plywood or gypsum
board, or covered with stucco or plaster. In general, buildings with moment-resisting
frames are more flexible than shear wall buildings and experience larger deformations in
wind events or earthquakes.

This commonly results in additional damage to

architectural finishes.
When a building moves back and forth, in response to wind or ground motion, inertial
lateral forces are generated at each point in the structure. Lateral loads generated
within the roof and floors must be transferred to the vertical lateral-load-resisting
elements.

Typically these loads are transferred to the vertical elements either by

horizontal braces or by roof or floor diaphragms. (Diaphragms can be viewed as deep
beams turned on their sides that resist horizontal loads by spanning between the vertical
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lateral-load-resisting elements.) Diaphragms can consist of plywood nailed to the floor
framing, a reinforced concrete slab, or reinforced concrete over a metal deck.
A.3 Seismic Performance Data for Structures and Buildings
Most buildings can be classified as conforming to one of several model building types.
Model building types are categorized by the materials of construction and type of lateralload-resisting system employed.

Observation of the performance of hundreds of

buildings in past wind and earthquake events demonstrates that buildings conforming to
certain model building types often share common vulnerabilities and are subject to
similar damage.

Knowledge of this common performance is a key factor in the

evaluation of a building’s lateral load risk. This section provides summary information on
braced steel frame, concrete shear wall and concrete frame buildings.
A.3.1 Braced Steel Frame Building Discussion:
Braced steel frames are commonly used in mid- and low-rise steel construction. These
structures derive their lateral strength through the presence of cross-bracing between
their beams and columns. These braces resist lateral forces primarily through tension
and compression.

Often these buildings are recognizable by the presence of the

braces, which may be visible across windows or within interior spaces of the building.
Braced frame structures tend to be much stiffer than moment-resisting frames, another
common form of structural steel construction, and therefore, are often used in
combination with buildings of that type to reduce earthquake and wind induced swaying.
The rigidity inherent in this system tends to minimize the amount of damage experienced
by architectural elements.
There are three common systems of braced frames.

These are concentric braced

frames, special concentric braced frames, and eccentric braced frames. Concentric
braced frames are the oldest form of this system. A number of patterns of concentric
braced frames are common. One pattern is diagonal “X” bracing in which the braces
extend directly between opposite beam-column joints in the frame. This system is often
considered architecturally undesirable because the braces prevent access through the
braced bay and obscure window space.

A more common system is the so called

chevron bracing, in which braces are arranged in a “V” or inverted “V” pattern extending
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from adjacent beam-column connections to the middle of the beam above, or below. A
third pattern is called knee or “K” bracing, in which the braces extend to the middle of a
column.
Of these systems, “X” bracing has performed best in past earthquakes. These braces
will commonly yield and buckle in strong ground shaking, and may even fracture,
however such damage is easily repaired. If the braces are not adequately connected to
the beams and columns, the connections themselves may fail, at premature load levels.
Modern building code provisions require that connections be designed stronger than the
braces to prevent such failures. Chevron braced frames have not performed as well as
“X” braced frames. In chevron frames, the beams that support the apex of the “V” are
commonly damaged, resulting in more difficult repair.

“K” braced frames have

performed poorly in past earthquakes because they induce large stresses on the critical
column elements. “K” braced systems are not permitted for earthquake load resistance
in modern codes.
A.3.2 Moment-Resisting Concrete-Frame Buildings Discussion:
Concrete frames consist of reinforced concrete beams and columns and their
connections. Unreinforced concrete is weak in tension and is brittle. Consequently,
reinforcing steel is typically provided along the axis of the beams and columns to resist
tension originating from bending of the members. Lateral reinforcing( ties) is typically
wrapped around this longitudinal steel to help hold the longitudinal steel and the
concrete encased within it together, and to help resist loads applied perpendicular to the
axis of the member.
The performance of concrete-frame structures in earthquakes is strongly dependent on
the detailing of the reinforcing steel in the beams, columns, and connections. Prior to
about 1970, most buildings were not adequately designed to dissipate energy from
major earthquakes without failure. These frames are termed non-ductile. Extensive
modifications of code requirements for detailing were made in the 1967 and subsequent
editions of the Uniform Building Code. Consequently, it is expected that concrete-frame
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structures designed after adoption of these criteria will perform substantially better than
those designed prior to the more stringent codes.
Some non-ductile concrete-frame structures have been severely damaged and/or have
collapsed in past earthquakes or wind events. Columns with insufficient ties to prevent
cracking and spalling of the column concrete and/or buckling of their longitudinal
reinforcing steel frequently have been the source of major damage. Adequately sized
and detailed ties and relatively close spacing of the ties are required in more recent
building codes.
Longitudinal reinforcing steel is typically of finite length and must be spliced in columns
in multiple-story buildings. Some of the past damage to concrete-frame buildings in
earthquakes and wind events can be attributed to the concentration of splices for
longitudinal column reinforcing steel at one elevation (instead of staggering splices at
different locations) or inadequate splice length, both of which create locations of
weakness in the columns. During strong ground loading, actual forces and deformations
experienced can be significantly larger and different in nature than assumed in a
simplified code analysis, and inevitably these locations of weakness are "found" by the
earthquake.
Configuration irregularities have also contributed to significant damage and/or collapse
of concrete-frame structures in past earthquakes and wind events. Weak or flexible first
stories, and lateral-load-resisting framing that is discontinuous at lower levels for
architectural reasons, are main sources of past damage. The 1988 Uniform Building
Code (UBC) restricts the use of such configurations and requires special details or
design considerations when they are present.
Recent building codes have permitted designers to designate only certain portions of a
concrete frame as lateral load-resisting. Under these provisions, the stringent detailing
required for ductile performance was provided only in these elements while other
portions of the building were constructed using less ductile detailing. This practice has
been identified as a contributing cause for the collapse of several structures in the 1994
Northridge Earthquake. Code changes are currently pending to prevent the continuance
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of this practice; however, it will likely be several years before these new provisions are
implemented on a wide scale.
A.3.3 Concrete Shear Wall Building Discussion:
The performance of reinforced concrete shear wall buildings is highly dependent on the
number of walls, their location within the building, their configuration, the size and
number of openings in the walls, and steel reinforcing details. Well-designed concrete
walls have adequate reinforcing throughout (both horizontally and vertically) as well as
special reinforcing around openings and at edges. For walls greater in height than
width, vertical reinforcing steel at edges should be provided with horizontal steel ties that
wrap around this steel and the concrete within to hold it together.
Marginally reinforced shear walls can be severely damaged. Cracking and spalling are
commonly observed around wall openings as a result of major earthquakes or wind
loading. Openings added after the building is constructed, without providing additional
edge reinforcement, are particularly common locations for damage. Beams spanning
over an opening between two portions of shear walls (spandrel beams) can spall and
experience significant cracking if not provided with sufficient reinforcing for shear
resistance.
Shear wall buildings with abrupt changes in lateral resistance have often performed
poorly in typhoons and earthquakes. Damage concentrates in weak or flexible stories,
or at locations where shear walls at upper levels do not continue to the foundation level.
Buildings with walls distributed primarily around only two or three sides are subject to
large torsional displacements (twisting) and have been severely damaged in past
earthquakes and wind events.
Because concrete shear wall buildings are relatively stiff, in comparison to other building
types, smaller displacements and less subsequent damage to non-structural elements
are anticipated for these buildings. Actual collapse of concrete shear wall buildings is
fairly rare.
A.3.4 Reinforced Masonry Building Discussion:
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Many modern buildings are constructed with reinforced masonry bearing walls. The
walls are most typically constructed of hollow concrete blocks, with reinforcing steel
inserted within the cavities in the block, which are then grouted solid. However some
reinforced clay masonry walls are also constructed. In these walls, two wythes (layers)
of brick are layed-up with a cavity space in between. Reinforcing steel is placed in the
cavity between the wythes, which is then grouted solid. In either case, the walls serve
as architectural elements, vertical load bearing structural elements, and lateral-loadresisting shear walls.
The floors and roofs of masonry buildings can be comprised of a number of different
systems. Many one and two story structures are provided with floors and roofs of timber
construction; however, metal deck and concrete filled metal deck supported by steel
framing are also common in such structures. Many apartment buildings and hotels are
constructed with a system of precast, prestressed concrete plank floors, bearing directly
on the masonry walls.
The performance of reinforced concrete masonry buildings with timber floors and roofs is
strongly related to the capacity of the wall anchorage to the roof and floor diaphragms.
When provided with good wall anchorage details, these buildings often perform well.
However, proper wall anchorage was not required by codes until after the 1971 San
Fernando Earthquake, when many masonry walls separated from their roof diaphragms
and failed due to out-of-plane forces on the walls. A series of code changes requiring
improved anchorage of masonry walls to diaphragms were enacted following that
earthquake to avoid these failures. Over the years, these provisions have been modified
several times, as additional earthquakes and research demonstrated that previous
requirements were inadequate. Most recently modifications have again been proposed
for the 1997 building code, based on damage observed in the 1994 Northridge
Earthquake.
Buildings incorporating precast concrete floor systems may have inadequate
diaphragms for wind and earthquake resistance. Modern practice for such construction
incorporates a thin reinforced concrete topping slab to bond the precast units together
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and provide for monolithic behavior in earthquake ground shaking. Older structures
often do not have such topping slabs and can be subject to extensive damage to the
floor systems, leading to collapse.
The configuration and detailing of the walls themselves is extremely important to the
building’s wind and earthquake performance. Walls with extensive openings are often
subject to large cracking and spalling of the masonry units around the openings. The
1994 Uniform Building Code adopted special detailing requirements for such masonry
wall-frames, intended to provide better performance.

However, the use of these

improved requirements is optional. The pattern in which the masonry is laid-up is also
important. Most concrete masonry is laid-up in a running bond pattern, in which the
joints of the masonry units in each layer are staggered relative to the layers above and
below. This is a preferred form of construction. Some buildings incorporate a masonry
pattern known as stack bond in which the joints between units align vertically from the
top of the wall to the bottom.
Another important factor in the performance of masonry buildings is the degree of quality
control exercised during construction. Some collapses of masonry buildings in past
typhoons and earthquakes have been attributed to failure of ungrouted reinforced cells
of masonry, poor quality mortar, and similar construction deficiencies.

Continuous

inspection during the construction process is an effective method of avoiding such
problems, however, such inspection is not required n all cases. Instead, the building
codes require greatly reduced design stresses in masonry constructed without special
inspection.

Many believe that continuous special inspection should be provided,

regardless of the design stresses.
As with other types of construction, masonry buildings with substantial plan irregularities
have experienced damage in past typhoons and earthquakes.

Storefront or corner

buildings with walls on only two or three sides have proven very susceptible to damage.
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Figure 1 – Lack of wall to roof anchorage at Trusses. Gap between
straight sheathing and truss top chord

Figure 2 – Split Blocking needing replacement and anchorage to wall.
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Figure 3 – Split bottom chord bracing at bolt line.

Figure 4 – Split bottom chord of truss
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Figure 5 – Lack of wall to roof anchorage at Trusses. Gap between
straight sheathing and truss top chord

Figure 6 – Straight wood sheathing, re-entrant corner, lack of collector
connection.
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Figure 7 – Lack of anchorage at top of column and lack of chord/collector
connection.

Figure 8 – Sedimentation Basin Reaction Well lacking lateral support.
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Figure 9 – Thin Reinforced Concrete Sedimentation Basin Walls.

Figure 10 – Cracked CMU wall at corner interconnection from movement.
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Figure 11 – Chemical Silo on roof susceptible to collapse.

Figure 12 – Redwood Baffle Wall susceptible to hydrodynamic lateral
load failure.
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Figure 13 – Deteriorated/Corroded Reinforced concrete around pipe
penetration susceptible to brittle failure.

Figure 14 – Filter Gallery exterior wall cracking seepage
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Figure 15 – Filter Gallery piping passing through wall that interrupts the
jamb vertical steel

Figure 16 - Filter Gallery piping passing through wall that interrupts the
jamb vertical steel and head horizontal steel
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Figure 17 – Ledger angle missing anchor bolts

Figure 18 – Wall to roof anchorage not apparent (just gravity connection)
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Figure 19 – Diagonal bracing for trusses missing anchor bolt to wall
through the ledger

Figure 20 - Diagonal bracing for trusses with narrow plate to wall ledger
connection
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Figure 21 – Steel Collector at shear wall connection is light

Figure 22 - Honeycombed truss grout pockets
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Figure 23 – Steel ledger light attachment to walls

Figure 24 – Steel wide flange to wall connections
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Figure 25 – River Intake Pump Station that will have torsional seismic
response

Figure 26 - River Intake Pump Station with light wall to wood roof
anchorage
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Figure 27 – Rigid piping leading away from Basins that are susceptible to
shearing during seismic events

Figure 28 – Cracked concrete water channel between adjacent
sedimentation basins
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Figure 29 – Vertically cracked sedimentation basin wall

Figure 30 - Vertically cracked sedimentation basin wall
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Figure 31 - Vertically cracked sedimentation basin wall at interconnection
with filter building

Figure 32 – Horizontally cracked concrete filter building wall
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Figure 33 – Rogue River proximity to plant and intake with intake
apparently out-of-plumb, slope stability

Figure 34 - Rogue River proximity to plant and intake, slope
stabilization/remediation present
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Figure 35 – Transformer Anchorage not visible

Figure 36 – Gas meter piping narrow pipe sections lack of capacity for
ductile movement
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Figure 37 – Poly tank stands lack of anchorage for lateral sliding and
overturning

Figure 38 - Polymer tanks lack of anchorage for lateral sliding and
overturning
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Figure 39 – Aluminum Sulfate and T-Floc tanks lack of anchorage for
lateral sliding

Figure 40 - Electrical Equipment Narrow Pads have limited lateral sliding
resistance availability
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Figure 41 – T-bar ceiling, lighting and HVAC ducts missing lateral
splayed wires and compression struts

Figure 42 - Lighting missing lateral splayed wires and compression struts
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